ABSTRACT-Consider smooth manifolds W with involution t and a Wall structure described by a map /: W-» S I such that ft =/. For such objects we define cobordism theories W' (in case W is closed, I unrestricted), W^ (for W closed, t fixed-point free), and Wre' (W with boundary, t free on W). We prove that there is an exact sequence 0 -. Wt' -♦ W¿el -»wf -> 0.
As a corollary, W' imbeds in the cobordism of unoriented manifolds with involution. We also describe how W' determines the 2-torsion in the cobordism of oriented manifolds with involution. In the next section we will need to know something about the characteristic classes of a projective space bundle. Px is also a Wall manifold.
Proof. If r: Dx -» B is the projection, note that w j(Dx) = z-*(tzz,(ß) + w Ax))
is an integral class, by hypothesis. Since B is homotopy equivalent to Dx it follows that w APx) = p*iw Aß) + w Äx)) is also integral. We will exhibit a W,-basis of W (RP°°) which lies in the image of é dß
To be specific, there are manifolds W1, in each dimension / > 1, with these properties:
(1) There is an a £ h\wj'; Z2) so that a1 is the generator of Hj(Wj; Z2) = Zr (2) Each Wj is a Wall manifold. In order to relate 0^(Z2) to W,(Z_), one would like to define a map d: ViJ/Z/) -» 0 (Z.), of degree -1, which associates to the class of (W, t, f) the class of (N, t\N), where N is a submanifold of W invariant under t and dual to w AW).
This makes sense if, for some point * £ S , /is equivariantly homotopic to a map g: W -> S which is transverse regular at *, for then N = g~ (*) will have the needed properties (see Wall's original construction [8, §l] ).
Lemma 4.1. Let (M, t) be a manifold with involution, X any manifold, and * £ X. Any equivariant map f: (M, t) -► (X, 1") can be equivariantly homotoped to a map g which is transverse regular at *. Further, if A Ç M is an invariant closed set and f is transverse regular at * for points of A, the homotopy can be kept fixed on a neighborhood of A. the result to all of M if we can prove the theorem under the assumption that t is free. In that case, divide out the action of t, obtaining h: M/t -» X. h can be made transverse regular via some H: M/t x I -► X. If n: M x I -» M/t x / is the projection, Hn: M x I -> X is the desired equivariant homotopy. ***
